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“People are increasingly being attracted to others who share their vision and heart-centered 

goals. We are coming together instinctively as a brilliant network of inspired and lit up co-

initiators who are charged up with renewed energy and purpose. The dream of all kinds of 

communities full of truly connected, devoted, and engaged individuals is real. You and your 

community members will continue to, or begin to, link up your brilliance in powerful, fun and 

significant ways that will newly shape every aspect of society for the better. You are the 

architects of heaven on earth.” 

 

The Collective Manifestation Movement: 

 13 Energy Shifts Changing Society and How We Belong 

 

A new nonfiction, self-help book by Melissa Wadsworth, titled Collective Manifestation: Heart-Centered 

Blueprints For Creating Intentional Community, examines the societal energy shifts that are 

contributing to the rise of online groups, business and humanitarian events, and physical communities 

addressing our greatest social issues and possible solutions.  

 

According to Wadsworth these energetic shifts are inspiring people to collaborate, co-create and 

network in order to “flow around the current societal obstructions, toward evolution, healing, and 

advancement for self, others and all living beings.” She identifies the primary shifts as: 

 

1. From exclusive to inclusive 
2. From consumer to creator 
3.  From mental dictatorship to heart reception 
4. From followers to initiators 
5. From fearful control to trusting grace (allowing) 
6. From hard work to inspired play 
7. From limited to boundless 
8. From ego-ambition to heart aspiration 
9. From energy suck to energy exchange 
10. From a calculating economy to a customizable economy 

11. From existing on the Earth to being One with Earth 
12. From isolation to belonging 
13. From disconnected energy to activated potential 
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Collective Manifestation discusses how these shifts impact human interaction, and give rise to 
empowered values and intentions that are manifesting a fascinating co-creation dynamic around the 
world. 
 
Alan Seale, founder of the Center for Transformational PresenceSM and author of Create A World That 

Works and The Manifestation Wheel, says of Collective Manifestation, “Melissa Wadsworth takes 

community building and development to an entirely new level. Her clear and practical questions, tools, 

structures, and awareness exercises invite creativity and greater potential for both the individual and 

the collective. As individual members are empowered to bring their best, the community thrives. 

Understanding that form follows energy, Melissa shows the way toward energetic creation of 

productive and transformational communities.” 

 

Collective Manifestation is available as a paperback book and Kindle eBook through Amazon.com. The 

paperback version retails for $19.00 (US) and the Kindle version for $8.99. For further information, 

http://www.collectivemanifestation.com 

Melissa Wadsworth is a certified dream coach, speaker, creative intuition, law of attraction and 
collaborative leadership workshop leader, communications expert and also the author of Small Talk 
Savvy (Adams Media, 2005). A graduate of University of California, Los Angeles, Wadsworth’s vision and 
leadership integrate her own life-lessons, inspirational optimism, and her commitment to bringing 
healing change energy to the world.  
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Paperback · 280 pages · $19.00 · ISBN: 0990632008 
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